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Pitcher Connect enabled a Brand Marketer in Infant 
Nutrition to prepare for new entrants into the market in a 
Healthcare Professional influenced niche
 
The Pitcher client in this case believed that to grow its baby food brand consumption and deliver improved ROI, it need-
ed to create influencer recommendation. It hoped that the Pitcher automated multi-channel approach would prove to 
be proficient in meeting this objective, and if so intended rolling out the solution to the market, in this case one of the 
most profitable but competitive markets.

The road to discover, replicate, and automate shared 
content solutions and experiences with identified product 
influencers
 
The baby food brand’s composite range of products are built on the premise of introducing good eating habits soon 
after birth in conjunction with breastfeeding; at the same time it sets the tone for better nutrition throughout the new-
born’s life. Accordingly, the client wanted to introduce 6-month old infants to new flavors and textures of non-liquid 
foods, to supplement the indispensable value of breast milk before introduction, and in parallel.
  
The primary buyer influencers in this case were the Healthcare Professionals (“HCPs”) in the pediatric realm of med-
icine, nursing, and parent guidance (i.e. doctors; nurses; family educators). Clearly, families welcoming their newborn 
infants into the world relied on professional advice pointing to the benefits of breastfeeding alongside nutritional sup-
plements - advice that they heeded and respected. All relevant parties agreed that the HCPs were at the front, center, 
and back of this consumer dynamic.

User Selection of 
Channel of Engagement
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The fly in the ointment was that HCPs are extremely time pressured by patients placing excessive demands on their ex-
pertise. Moreover, they are often inundated with reps fighting for an audience to present their products across myriad 
markets for innumerable pediatric needs.

Representations when they are made often fail to resonate with the HCP in any compelling way. Delivering the right 
message for every conversation was easier said than done. The client’s reps interfacing with the HCPs were not getting 
the message across convincingly.

Zoning in on the problems: how to harness smart 
resources, onboard reps quicker, and engage buyer 
influencers from the beginning
 
Management were pressed to provide modern B2B training and coaching solutions - thus onboarding reps to a pro-
gram that delivered immediate value.. The multi-channel approach was expected to enhance the probabilities of at-
tention breakthrough via innovative, off-brand content that struck the right chord with the HCP audience.
  
The opportunities for reps to engage the HCPs face-to-face for a meaningful period of time was a challenge that had to 
be met. In this regard, Pitcher Connect with a Remote Detailing feature (ePlayer) was identified as containing the ver-
satility to close most ostensible communication gaps, carve out the quickest time to value, and turn new prospect HCPs 
into new influencers. It would bring WhatsApp, Viber, Facebook Messenger, WeChat, etc., into the picture so that the 
audience could access material in their own time via their favorite medium, while simultaneously allowing the message 
to contain the highest performing content.

User Selection of 
Content Distribution
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The Pitcher Proposed Solution for a better personalized 
buyer experience
 
Interacting with HCPs over variable time dimensions accommodated with digital tools was one big aspect. Another 
was management and reps together acquiring the capability to collect, present, and collaborate with one another on 
the strength of analyzing these interactions. Pitcher Connect made this all possible, particularly the ability to simulate 
face-to-face connections remotely (but no less persuasively). This was facilitated by video, audio, and reading material 
- creating a picture of the baby food brand that was larger than life.  
 
Pitcher Connect with ePortal and all the other connected communication entries gave the reps and the HCPs multiple 
touchpoints to choose from; the technology provided every rep/HCP combination the option of selecting its preferred 
contact method. The net result is that the sales force almost to a man/woman opted into the program. It epitomizes the 
Pitcher vision of getting buyers (HCPs as influencers in this case) to buy smarter and faster.

User Engagement via 
Whatsapp
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Results so far
 
Although Pitcher and the client were working only with a small control group, adoption of the omnichannel engage-
ment with its inbuilt webinar feature is now close to 80% with a strong 33% click through rate.  Feedback is that usage 
is intuitive, and easy to navigate. This cannot be separated from the fact that the content is decidedly persuasive – con-
structed as it is around data-driven content recommendations (from Pitcher induced feedback).
 

Summary and Conclusions
 
Given the time-pressured environment that HCPs function in, with the exacerbation of extraneous demands on their 
limited time, Pitcher Connect proved to be the ideal way to “sell smarter” and to drive a more efficient and effective 
sales team. In this case, it was the optimal conduit to differentiate the influencer journey without disappointing expec-
tations. The latitude to co-browse after Rep visits allows for the dual benefit of content selectivity and self-guidance. 

All this can be tracked, recorded, and computed into a Big Database for scaling up when launched into more expansive 
markets. The Pitcher analytics and reporting module (i.e. Pitcher Insight) fitted in to collect the same level of granular 
data from rep/HCP engagements in HTML5 format (i.e. data such as who looked at what, how long, and how many 
times are captured and stored for further analysis).

Pitcher Admin allowed for the addition of rules that determined how content was accessed; shared or not shared; in-
cluded or excluded participants, etc., For example: Pitcher Connect was able to generate a microsite/web portal and 
send the link to the end customer for on-demand viewing from any device (i.e. mobile phone, tablet, windows, or mac) 
at any time. Even with minimal bandwidth Pitcher Connect perfectly synchronized conversations between the rep and 
the HCPs through their selected communication channels.


